
Multiple Choice Questions

7. If a - 853. b: 1641 and c:6427, tbel which of tlie following inequalities is true?

(A) a>b>c (B) c>b>n (C) b>a>c (D) b>c>n (E) c>a>b

2. If ct,b, c ale real numbers such tliat la - b :1, lb cl :1, l"-ol :2 and abc:60, find
ab.lil

the ralue ol - Ibcc0ob0bc

None of the a,bove

3. If cis a conplex ]lur]rber satisfying 12+r+l:0, what is the value of r49+r50+251 +
-52 , ^531

(A) -1

4. h AABC, IACB :36' and the interior angle bisectors of ICAB and Z,4BC intersect

at P. Find IAPB.

(A) 72" (B) 108' (C) 126' (D) 136' (E) None of ihe above

5. Fiad the number of integer pairs r,9 such that ry - 3r * 5y : Q.

(A) 1 (B) 2 (c) 4 (D) 8 (E) i6

6. Five young ladies were seated around a circular table. Miss Ong was sitting between Miss

Lim and Miss Mak. Ellie was sitting between Cindy aad Miss Nai. Miss Lim was between

Ellie and Amy. Lastly, Beatrice was seated with Miss Poh on her left and l{iss Mal< on

her right. What is Daisy's surname?

(A) Lim (B) \{ak (C) Nai (D) ong (E) Poh

(a) :o! (e) zol (c) ro! (D) 1 (E)

r1(B) . (cr 0 (D)2',2 (E) I



7. Given that ,4BC is a triangle
srrch tha.t CE :288. If AE
unit, find the area of AABC.

with D being the
and BD intersect

midpoint of AC and. E a point on CB
at point f' a'nd the area of LAFB : L

(A) 3 (c) + (D) 4 (E) 5(B) 19
li

(A) 8 (B) 6va

8. ABCD is a square with sides 8 cm. M is a point on CB such tir'at, CM: 2 cm. If N is a
variable point on the diagonal DB, find the least value of CN + MN.

A

(c) 10

o

(D) s!4 (E) 12

ABCD is a rectangle whose diagonals intersect at point O. -E is a point on AB such that
C.E bisects IBCD. 7f IACE :15", find. IBOE.

(A) 60" (B) 65. (c) 70" (D) 75. (E) 80.

10. Lei S be the smallest positive multipie of 15, that comprises exactly 3A digits with k '0's,
k'3's and k '8's. Find the remainder when S is divided by 11.

(A) 0 (B) 3 (c) 5 (D) 6 (E) 8



Short Questions

11. Find the yalue of r,4ggst + 1999g.

12 If the graphs of 3r : 12 +2ax l 6b arrd a : 12 +zbr '|. 6a intersect at only one point in the

cg-plar,e, what is the z-coordinate of the poirt ol intersection?

13. Find the number of multip]es of 11 in the Sequence 99' 100, 101, 102, . . . 
' 
20130.

14. In the figure below, BAD' BCE, ACF and' DEF are stralght llnes It is given that

ga: AC, AD: AF, EB : ED II IBED: r', find the value of r'

15. If a: 1.69, b : 1 73 and c: 0.48, find the value of

121
7-ac- rlbtbc- tr tb .;.'*--rrc'*t'b

Suppose that 11 and 12 are the two roots of the equaiion (t - 2)2 :3(r + 5)' What is

the val re of the expression r1r2 + r? + r\l

Let ABCD be a square and X and Y be points such that the lengths of XY 
' .AX 1rd

AY are 6,8 and 10 respectively The area ol ABCD can be expressed as - unlts where

m a;nd. n are positive integers without common factors Find the value of m + n'

16.

17.



18. Let z and y be real numbers satis$ring the inequality

5x2+y2 4xg124< jOr-1.

Find the va)ue of 12 + 92 .

19. A painting job can be completed by Team A alone il 2.5 hours or by Team B alone in 75
minutes. On one occasion, after Team A had completed a fraction # of the job, Team B
took over immediately. The whole painting job was completed in 1.5 hours. \f m and n
a,re positive integers with no common factors, €nd the va,lue of m I n.

20.

21.

Let a, b and c be real numbers such that
24a,bc

I'alrre ol 

--

ab+bc+ca

abIbcT,ca
a+b 3 b+c 4 c+a

: 1. Fi,r,t ,,h"
5

24.

25.

Let z1 and lr2 be iwo real numbers that satisfy rp2 : 2073. What is the minimum vaiue
of (q + z2)2?

22. Find the va.lue of

Find the smallest positive integer ft such that (k - t6;aoze ) 2013zols.

Let aand D be two real numbers. If the equation ar t (b - 3) - (5a - 1)r * 3b has more
than one solution, what is the value of 100a * 46?

Let Sl : {1r 2,3,. .. ,48,49}. What is the maximum value of n such that it is possible to
select n numbers from 5 and arrange them in a circle in such a way that the product of
any two adjacent numbers in the circle is less than 100?

26. Given any 4-digit positive ilteger c not ending in '0', we can reveme the digits to obtain
another 4-digit integer y. For exa.mple il r is 1234 then y is 4321. How many possible
4-digit integers r are there if g - r : 3777?

27- Find the least positive integer rz such that 28 + 211 + 2n is a perfect square.

28. How many 4-digit positive multiples of4 can be forrned from the digits 0, 1, 2,3,4,5,6 such
that each digit appears without repetition?

4. Let m and z be two positive integers that satisfi'

rn1111
_l_

n 70 x 72 12 x 74 14 ^ 16 2072 x 201,4'

Find the smallest possible value of rn .|. n.



30. Find the rnits digii of 20131 + 20132 + 20133 + . . + 20132013.

3I. h AABC, DC :28D, IABC :45' and IADC : 60'. Find l,4CB in degrees.

32. If a and b are positive iategers such that a2 +zab - 3b2 41 : 0, find the value of a2 +b2

33. Evaluate the foilowing sum

lr lrr t2l lr 12. 3l lrl t2 l3l l4l llll:l,l:lr _l rl: -1.lr -l-1-l-rl I -l-l-r l-l ..
Lrl Ltl- [t] Ls.l- Ltl - l5j - lal - lal Lal L+l Lsl

up io the 2013ih term.

34. What is the smallest possible integer value of z such that the following statement is always

true?

In any group of 2n 70 persons, there ore aluays at least 70 persons who haae ttr'e sarne

bi,rthdays.

(For this question, you may assume that there are exactly 365 difierent possible birthdays.)

35. What is the smallest positive integer z, where n I 11, such that the highest common

factor of n - 11 and 3n * 20 is greater than 1?
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1. Answer: (D)

lO.l,l:rT ,O,Xt, "; (82)27 : gsa, so we see that c > c. Next, b : 1+1u: 482 
'ndc: ("Y, :4".. Therefore we have 6 > c. Consequeatly b> c> a.

2. Answer: (B)

l

I

abc
-_l-_r_bc ' co, o.h

7 o2 +b2 tc2 -bc-ca-abbc
__la2 -2abt b2)+lb2 zbc +?)+(c2 -2ca- o2)

3. Answer: (A)

Note that ,2 + x +t : # so 12 + c* 1 : 0 implies that z3 : 7 and, x I r.

x4e +x50 I x51 arsz +r53:ras(1 +r+*)+rs1(r+12)
: zae x o + ("r)r, (_t)
:1rz x (_1) : _1.

4. Answer: (B)

LeL ICA,B: t and IABC --y. Then 3-1y:180. - 36": 144..
Now1/ApB:180"_ry:10S".

5. Answer: (D)

xy - 3r l5g: 0 is equivalent to (r + 5)(y _ g) : _1S.

i:"1l_ : i3d y - 3.: b, then there axe eisht distinct pairs of inregers a, 6 (counting
slAns ) such that ab : -15_

2abc
12 +72 +22 1

720 20



6.

7.

I,

Answer: (B)

Beatrice, being betweer Miss Poh and Miss Mak cannot be Miss Ong who was between

Miss Lim and Miss Ma.k- This mean$ that we have in order fron the left, Miss Poh,

Beatrice, Miss Mak, Miss Ong and Miss Lim, So Beatrice must be Miss Nai. Since tr]lie
was beside Miss Nai and also besides Miss Lim, she nust be Miss Poh. This irnplies Cindy
is Miss Lim and Amy was Miss Ong leaving Daisy as Miss Mak.

Answer: (D)

Construct a line joining C and F. Then using IXY Z] lo denote the area of LXY Z, we

know that IADFI-lDCFl: r and if [BFE] : z, then IFCEI-22.
Furtlrermore. we have [ADB] :IDCB) i.e. z * 1 - r l3z, so z: *.
A1so.2 [AEA] : lACEli.e.2-L22 -2t 22. so r = I.
In concLusion, IABC) : I i 2:r * 3z : 4 units.

A*swer: (C)

Join,4 io N. By symnetry, AN + NM : MN + Clr', and the least value occurs when

Alr'M is a straight line. Thus the least value is

lTEi + Bw : u@ ae: n.

Answer: (D)

Since CE bisecl,s IBCD, IBCE:45". Thus ICEB -,15'also and t:CBE is isosceles.

Therefore BC: BE.

Now IBCO : 45' * 15' : 60'. As CO : BO, we conclude that /:'COB is equilateral.
Thus BC : BO : -BE giving us an isosceles triangle OBE. Since IOB.E = 30", ihus
lBoE :75'.

Answer: (D)

S being a rnultiple of 5 ard 3 must end with '0' and has the sum of digits divisible by

3. Since 3*8:11, the smallest positive k such that ft x 11 is divisible by 3 is 3. Thus
,9 : 300338880 and tl:e remainder is

10.

0- 8 + 8 - 8 + 3 - 3 + 0 - 0 + 3 : -5 =6 (mod 11).



Short Questions

11. Answer: 10000

v6999t + 19999 - v/9999'z-? 2 x 9999 + 1 : .u/@gseTlP: roooo

12. Alswer: 3

Let (a, d) be the point of intersection of the two graphs. Then

13 : a2 + 2as + 6b : a2 + 2bc" * 6a.

It follows thai 2(a b)a : 6(o-b). Since the two grapbs intersect at only one point, we see
tha| a - b I 0 (otherwise the two graphs coincide and wouid have infinitely many points
of intersection). Consequertly 2a : 6, and hence a : 3.

14. Auswer: 10E

LeN IABC - c and IBAC : B. Since BA: 86, we have IBCA: -BAC : B. As
EB : ED, ii follows that IEDB - IEBD : IABC : rr. Then IAFD : IADF :
IEDB : cv since AD : Atr'. Note t]rlat IDAF : 180. _ B. Irr A,4BC, we have
a +2P :180"; and w AADF, we har,'e 2a + 180. - g: 1S0.. From the two equations,
we obtain a : 36'. By considering LBDE, we obtain z : 1g0. _ 2o : 108..

15. Answer': 20

2l
02 ar-qb t br b2 ob U ' s( ' 72-cL. bc+ob

721

13. Answer: 1822

The the number of multiples of 11 in the sequence 1,2,...,n is equal io []fl. Thus the
. 120130 I 198 I

annwpr ro r|bqueslrou r 
L " 

j Lrr/_tAlO 8- 1R22.

(a-b)(a-c)
l--r' (b - a)(b c)' (c-a)(c-b)

c-b-2(c-a)-(a-b)
(a - b)(b - c)(c a')

I : 20.(a-b)(b-c)

16. Answer: 60

The equation (x-2)2:3(z+5) is equivalent to 12 -7x 11 :0.Thus rr+r.2:7 amd
z1r2 : -11 So

rtxz i r? + xl - (r1+ r2)2 - r1r2 : f2 - ( tr; : 69.



17. Answer: 1041

Let the length of the side be s. Observe that since 62 + 82 :102 so IAXY : 90'' This

allows us to see that tsABX issimila.r to AXCY. Thus 4!: !2,i.". 9 : 

----L 

'

Solving this equation gives s: 4BX atdwe can then "o,rftl" 
thIC 6 s - BX

82 __ AB2 + BX2 : I6BX2 + BX2.

So BX :9 una s2:t6vy- 4J- Tlusm-n-- l04l

^/m 
*'- - ' r7 17

18. Answer: 125

The inequality is equivalent to

(r-5)2+ l2t-a)2 <0.

Thus we rnust have (r - 5) :0 and {22 - y) :0, hence z2 la2:52 *102:125'

19. Answer: 6

Suppose Team B spent t minutes on the job Then

r 90-t
75 150 '

Thus t:60 minutes and so Team A completed .r*@: * of th" jott. So rn*n:5.

Answer:4

Taking reciprocals, weSndthat:+i:S, *+1: ata *+i: S. Summing the three

equations' we get 
/ r 1 1\ ab + bc + ca

12: 2 (;' E* ; ) 
:'2\ --- ob,

24a,bc
Hence - , 

-:4.ab I bc+cd

Answer: 8052

(q + rz)2 : (q - rz)2 * 4rp2 /0 + 4 x 2013 : 8052

1l 11 : r2: \,ffi:'3, then (rr + rz)2 : 8052.

20.

22. Answer:

Let r1 : and 12 = ^,/ 4b+ffi. "tben 11+ rtr: 90 and

,rr, : tf 6s ,/zooolt +s -, v4000J : J st' - 2000 : y'25 - 5.

Thus
(q + x2)2 : 'l + "l * 2r1r2 : lQg

As both e1 and rz are positive, we have 11 + 12 : 10'

10



24.

Answer: 55

(k - tg;aoze: ((k-10)2)2013 ) 2013zotr is equivalent to to (/c-10)2 > 2013. As k 10

is ar integer ard M2 < 201'3 < 452, the minimum value of k - 10 is 45, and thus the
minimum va,lue of k is 55,

Answer: 19

Rearranging the terms of the equatioD, we obtaia

(l-4a)r:2b+3.

Since the equation has more than one solution (i.e., infinitely many solltions), we must

have 1-4a:0 ald 2bt3:0. Therefore o: ] una 6: -1. Uor,sequently, 100a+4b:
t9. 4 2

Answer: 18

First note that the product of any two difiere:rt 2-digit numbers is greater than 100. Thus
if a 2-digit number is chosen, then the two *umbers adjacent to it in the circle must be
single-digit numbers. Note that at most nine single-digit numbers can be chosen from S,
and no matter how these nine lumbers 712,...,9 a;re arranged in the circJ.e, there is at
most one 2-digit number in between them. Hence it follows that z ! 18. Now the following
aJrangemeIIi

1",49,2,33,3,24,4, 19, 5, 16, 6, 14,7, 12, 8. 11,9, 10, 1

shrows that n ) 18. Consequently we conclude that the maximum value of n is 18.

Answer: 48

Le\ a: abcd, and, y : 4"6o rvhere a, d I 0. ?hen

gr * r : 1000 x d - d, i 100 x c - 10 x c + 10 x b - 100 x b + a - 1000 x a .

: 99e(d a) + 90(c b) : I (111(d - a) + 10(c b))

So we have 111(d - a) + 10(c - 6) : 353. Consider the remainder modulo 10, we obtain
d- a:3, which implies tl:at c * b: 2. Thus the values of a and b determines the values
ofdandcrespectively.

a can take on any value from 1 to 6, and b can take any value from 0 to 7, giving 6 x 8 : 48
choices.

Answer: 12

Let 2& + 211 * 2' : rz2 and so

2n-m2-28(1 +S) :(m aS)(m+48).

If welet2e:n+48, then 2'-a :m- 48 and we have

2k -2n k:2n x12z*-n - l) = 9o :25 x3.

This means that ?z - k : 5 and 2k - n : 2, giving us n : 12.

zc.

26.

27.

1l



28. Answer: 208

Note that a positive integer k is a multiple of 4 if and only if the number formed by the
last two digits of k (in the same order) is a multiple of 4. There are 12 possible multiples
of 4 that caa be formed from the digiis 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 without repetition, namely

20,40, 60, 12,32,52,04,24,64, 16, 36, 56.

If 0 appears in the last two digits, there are 5 choices fo: the first digit and 4 choices for
the second digit. Bui if 0 does not appear, there are 4 choices for the f.rst digit and also
4 choices for the second digit. Totai number is

4x5x4+8 x4x4:208.

29. Answer: 10571

10070'

Since gcd(501,10070) : 1, we have mi n:10571.

30. Answerr 3

Note that the units digit of 20131 + 20!32 + 20133 + . + 20132013 is equal to the units
digit of the following numbe:

31 +32+33+ +32013.

Since32:9,33:27.34:81,theunitsdigitsofthesequenceof31,32,33,34,..,32013
axe

3.9.7, r,3,9.7, 1,...,3,9,7, 1,3.

2012 numbers

Furthermorethesum3*9*7f1doesr:otrcontributeto:heunitsdigit,sotheansweris
3.

1

- a+
1\

I

1007 )

1 1006 r1\- I
422 k

1 /1_I
4 \5

501

,1006
1-1r t 

-n - 4/--'k(k+7)

12



Jl. ANS'WCI: /J

Construct a point M on AD so that CM is perpendicular to -4D. Join B and M.

Stnce IADC :60", IMCD: 30'. As sin30' : $, so 2MD: DC. This means that
BD : MD al:d LMDB is isosceles. It follows that IMBD: 30o and IABM : L5".

We further observe that AMBC is also lsosceles and thus MB : MC.

Now IBAM : IBMD - IABM - 75" , giving us yet another isosceles triangle ABAM.
We now have MC : MB : MA, so AAMC is also isosceles. This allows us to caiculate
IAC M : 45o and finally IAC B : 30' -|- 45' : 75'.

32. Answer: 221

We have a2+2a6-362 : (a-b)(a+3b) : 41. Since4lisaprimenumber,ando-6<a+3b,
wehavec-6:1and a+3b-- 41. Solvilg the simultaneous equations gives a:11 and
6: 10. Hence a2 +b2 :221.

33. Answer: 62

We first note that for 1< 
" 

< k, L;l :0 and lfl :1. The totai number of terms up to
lff] is given by +N(N + 1), and we have the inequality

qP : 1e53 < 2o1J < 2016: 63S4)

So the 2013th term is l*@1, and the sum up to this terrn is just 62.

34. A:rswer: 1648

By the pigeonhole principle in any group of 365 x 9 * 1 - 3286 persons, there must be at
least 10 persons who share the same birthday.

Hence solving 2n - 70 > 3286 gives n > 1648. Thus the smaliest possible n is 1648 since
2 x 1647 - I0 - 3284 < 365 x 9, a.nd it is possible for each of the 365 different birthdays
to be sha"red by at most 9 persons.

35. Answer: 64

I,et d> 7 be the highest common factor of n-11 and 3n* 20. Then d | (n - 11) and
dl(3n+20). Thus cl l[32+20-3(n- 11)], i.e., d 153. Since 53 is a prime and d> 1, it
foliows that d: 53. Therefore n- 11 : 53k, where fu is a positive integer, so z : 53/ci 11.
Note that for any k, 3n*20 is a multiple of 53 since 3n+'20: 3(53b+ 11)+20 : 53(34+1).
Ileace n : 64 (when k : 1)is the smallest positive integer such that HCF(n 11,3n-l20) >
1_

13
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Let a < b < c <d, < e be real numbers. Among the 10 sums ofthe pairs of these
numbers, the least three are 32, 36 and 37 while the largest two are 48 and 51.
Find all possible values of e.

In tlre triangle ABC, points D,E,F arc on the sides BC, CA and AB respectively
such that F.tr is parallel to BC and DF is parallel to CA. Let P be the intersection
of BE and DF, and Q the intersection of F-E and AD. Prove that PQ is pa,rallel
to AB.

Find all primes that caa be written both as a sum of two primes and as a difierence
of two primes.

Let o and b be positive integers with a > b > 2. Prove that !i*] is not an integer.

Six musicians gathered at a chamber music festival. At each scheduled concert
some of the musicia.ris played while the others listened as members of the audience.
What is the least number of such concerts which would need to be scheduled so
that for every two musicians each must play for the other in some concert?

1.

2.

3.

74
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1. We have 37 is either a * d or b * c and

a + b:32, a*c:36, c*e:48, d*e,:bl

Thus c-b --4,d-c:3and d-b:7. The:efore (a+b)+(d-b) :a*d:39. Hence
b + c:37. We thus have a : 15.5, b: 16.5, c: 20.5, d:23.5 and e:27.b.

2. Since f'E is parailel to BC and DF is para1le1 to CA, we have the triangles PI'E,
PDB and ECB arc similar. Also the triangles AFQ and ABD are similar. FBD and
ABC arc similar. It follows that

DP BP
PF: PE

so I hal. PQ is parallel t o ,4 B.

_BD:BF _DQ
DC FA QA

3. Let p be such a prime, then p > 2 and is therefore odd- Thus p: q*2:rt2
where q,r are primes. Ifr = 1 (mod 3), thenp = 0 (mod 3) and thereforep:3 and
r: 1 which is impossible. If r : 2 (mod 3), then q: 6 (mod 3) and thus q:3 and
sop:1, again impossible. Thus r = 0 (mod 3), which means r:3 and hence p:5
and q: 7. Thus ?: 5 is the only such prime.

15



4. We have a:bm*r where rn: lalb) afi 0 < r < b.

ta+1 ,a _rf tf J, 1

2b 1- 2b 1-r2b 1'

Note that 2a _ 2, :2r(2a-r _ t) -_ 2,120^ _ 1), and

2bn -1: (2b.)- - l :l2b - t).(2b)^-I -(b)n-2 + - 11

I hPrelore '26 't rs an lnleger.

Observe that if b > 2, tben 2b 1(2 1) > 2, i.e.,

Thus

Therefore fri

z',+7<2b-1 +L <2b -r.
is not an integer. Thus fi$ is not an integer.

5. LetthemusiciansbeA,B,C,D,E,F. We Iirst show that four concerts are sufficient.
The four concerts with the performing musicians: {A,B,C}, {A,D,E}, {B,D,F} and

{C, E, F} satisfy the requirement. We shall now prove that 3 concerts are not sufficient.
Suppose there are only three concerts. Since everyone n-rust pe:form at least once, there
is a concert where two of the musicians, say A, B, played. But they nrust also play for
each other. Thus we have A played and B listened in the second concert and vice velsa
in the third. Nov,- C, D, E, F must all perform in the second and third concerts since
these are the only times when A and B are in the audience. It is not possibie for them
to perform for each other in the first concert. Thus the minimum is 4.

16


